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"In his new book, Ask a North Korean, Daniel Tudor--a former Economist journalist and current
Korean beer entrepreneur-- wants people to understand the true lives of everyday North
Koreans. Using translated essays written by defectors, the book covers topics from politics to
pornography." -- The Boston GlobeUnderstanding North Korean Through the Eyes of
Defectors.The weekly column Ask A North Korean, published by NK News, invites readers from
around the world to pose questions to North Korean defectors. Adapted from the long-running
column, these fascinating interviews provide authentic firsthand testimonies about life in North
Korea and what is really happening inside the "Hermit Kingdom."North Korean contributors to
this book include:"Seong" who went to South Korea after dropping out during his final year of
university. He is now training to be an elementary school teacher."Kang" who left North Korea in
2005. He now lives in London, England."Cheol" who was from South Hamgyeong in North Korea
and is now a second-year university student in Seoul."Park" worked and studied in Pyongyang
before defecting to the U.S. in 2011. He is now studying at a U.S. college.Ask A North Korean
sheds critical light on all aspects of North Korean politics and society and shows that, even in
the world's most authoritarian regime, life goes on in ways that are very different from what
outsiders may think.

"North Korea regularly dominates the headlines, but rarely do outsiders hear the perspective of
its people. Ask a North Korean is a welcome remedy. Fascinating and insightful." --Bryan Harris,
Financial Times correspondent in Seoul"Ask A North Korean gives valuable insight into how
former North Koreans see themselves, their changing country and its place in the world." --
Andray Abrahamian, Chosun Exchange"With North Korea once more in the news, this book will
enable readers to empathize with a people often forgotten as a result of the bellicosity of their
government." --Publishers Weekly"Given current headlines, historical and sociopolitical interest,
and even schadenfreude-laden curiosity, this is a valuable book … these voices deserve
attention, compassion, and respect." --Booklist"The range of subjects covered in Ask a North
Korean is fascinating, allowing the reader to understand citizens of this shielded country.
Simultaneously, the essays are unnerving, given conflicted views of the press and freedom of
speech around the world, not just in North Korea. It's a stark reminder of how valuable these
rights are and how easy it is to take them for granted." -- Shelf Awareness"In his new book, Ask
a North Korean, Daniel Tudor--a former Economist journalist and current Korean beer
entrepreneur-- wants people to understand the true lives of everyday North Koreans. Using
translated essays written by defectors, the book covers topics from politics to pornography." --
The Boston Globe"Among other things, we learn what children's books are popular ('Daddy
Long Legs' and 'Cinderella'), what jobs are sought after (chauffeuring) and how political



discussions among family members are conducted. We hear that North Koreans are capitalistic
and that single men seek women with cell phones and motorbikes. These are the kind of details
that make the book credible and interesting … Ask a North Korean is testimony that ordinary
North Koreans have more in common with the rest of us than many would lead you to believe." --
The Japan Times"North Korea is such an unlikely country that it might be a parallel dimension,
and would even be faintly comical if nuclear weapons were not in the mix. The recent thaw in
relations has shed some light on the power structures, but little is known about how ordinary
people lead their lives. Daniel Tudor's remarkable book is a start on changing that. It is based on
a weekly column, Ask A North Korean, published by an American online newspaper based in
Seoul. The column invites readers to put questions to North Korean defectors, and it is hugely
popular in South Korea. The book is a series of in-depth interviews with four defectors, covering
everything from politics to fashion." -- The Australian --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorDaniel Tudor has lived in Seoul for many years and served as Korea
Correspondent for The Economist from 2010 - 2013. His first book Korea: The Impossible
Country received strong praise and has been translated into many languages. His subsequent
book, North Korea Confidential (with James Pearson), was selected by The Economist as one of
the best books of 2015.Andrei Lankov is a Director at NK News and writes exclusively for the
site as one of the world's leading authorities on North Korea. A graduate of Leningrad State
University, he attended Pyongyang's Kim Il Sung University from 1984-5. In addition to his
writing, he is also a Professor at Kookmin University. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Andrei LankovIntroductionContributorsPART 1Economic LifePART 2The Powers That BePART
3Media and InformationPART 4Pyongyang vs. the RestPART 5The Outside WorldPART
6Comparing North and SouthPART 7Health and WelfarePART 8Defection from North
KoreaPART 9Religion and SpiritualityPART 10Love, Sex, RelationshipsPART 11Fun and
LeisurePART 12Any Other Questions?ForewordIf one has a look at a publication list, it becomes
obvious that North Korea punches well above its weight when it comes to attracting the attention
of foreign academics and journalists. Though its economic power and population are roughly
similar to those of Mozambique, North Korea is well represented in English language articles
and books.However, a closer look uncovers a major problem. Most of these publications belong
to one of only two major groups. First, there are numerous studies related to North Korean
politics—above all, the nuclear program and associated problems of international diplomacy.
Second, there are testimony-style books, written by defectors who tell horror stories about a



country that is, indeed, run by a highly repressive regime.However, the existing literature has a
number of serious gaps. First, the real daily experiences of the vast majority of the North
Koreans is overlooked—and these people are not in prison camps, and generally live normal, if
often impoverished and regimented, existences. They tend to have the same feelings and
concerns that dominate the lives of people in New York City or London, even if their environment
appears to be very different.Second, there is a remarkable shortage of North Korean voices.
Studies of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc countries were once much influenced and
even, sometimes, dominated by exiles from those countries; but there are very few journalists,
writers and academics of North Korean origin who are prominent in the field.There are reasons
for the absence of authentic North Korean voices. Unlike the Cold War era émigré community,
most North Korean refugees come from the underprivileged and poorly-educated strata of North
Korean society. They have no command of English (the world’s major international language),
and are seldom used to expressing themselves in it.NK News, a website I have been working
with for years, has initiated a program whose task is not merely to introduce the daily lives of
common North Koreans to world readers, but also to do it using the authentic voices of North
Korean contributors. This is how the “Ask a North Korean” column came into being.The columns
concentrate on issues people seldom can read about elsewhere. When dealing with food, for
instance, contributors talk about ways of cooking, tastes and table manners—not about grain
production and rice distribution policy. When they talk about the hereditary songbun caste
system, they do not see it as a factor in the country’s political surveillance network, but rather as
something to pay attention to while seeking a marriage partner.This might appear trivializing to
those who expect righteous invectives unmasking the human rights abuses of the regime.
However, there is a simple truth: as many people who lived under authoritarian governments
(including the present author) will testify, even under the most repressive of regimes life does not
necessarily consist of suffering, torture and fear. Actually, and fortunately, most people live
normal lives, even in bad times and bad places, and we will not be able to understand them if we
do not know how their lives are.Fortunately, the NK News’ “Ask a North Korean” project gives us
a glimpse into those lives.IntroductionIt should go without saying that although North Koreans
live under a very unusual and often deeply cruel and incompetent system of rule, they are above
all human beings with more or less the same desires, worries, and aims that you and I have. But
it is customary to dismiss of North Koreans as brainwashed automatons or victims, whilst
making little attempt to try and understand what their daily lives might be like, or what they think
about the society they live in.This is in spite of the fact that there are a huge variety of books
about North Korea. In the past decade or so there has been a never-ending flow of books about
the geopolitical situation; the ruling Kim dynasty; and, the dramatic escapes of defectors from
North Korea.It is difficult, however, to think of many that were written by North Koreans
themselves. Even popular defector memoirs tend to be ghostwritten. The purpose of this book,
then, is to allow North Koreans to speak for themselves, and give you, the reader, a true picture
of North Korea straight from the horse’s mouth.There is one caveat, though. The people who



submitted the essays contained in this book are all defectors from North Korea. Defectors are
those who were unhappy or disadvantaged enough to take the great risk of crossing the border
and then making their way to South Korea from China, a country whose government often sends
defectors back to the North. Their views may not always be representative of the general North
Korean population.That said, we have put together a range of writers hailing from different parts
of North Korea, both female and male, young and old. Some are from elite backgrounds, and
others extremely poor. This means that by reading this book, you’ll be exposed to quite a diverse
range of opinions. If you asked a wealthy Manhattanite and a rural Arkansan to describe life in
the United States, you’d likely get divergent answers. The same is true of North Korea, so we
thought it important to ask a wide range of people to contribute, rather than just telling you about
life in North Korea through the eyes of one particular defector.Most of this book concentrates on
how ordinary people live, work, love, study, and so on. Unless you already know North Korea
very well, you’ll be in for surprises on each page. You’ll hear how young North Koreans drink
moonshine and dance to South Korean K-pop in abandoned buildings; you’ll hear about what it
is like to be rich in the country labelled as the last genuine Communist/Stalinist place on earth;
you’ll hear about North Korean fashion and beauty, and even plastic surgery; you’ll learn some
new slang; and you’ll learn about the difficulties of holding a funeral in North Korea, among many
other things.We do touch upon the repressiveness of the state, which is an unavoidable fact of
life in North Korea. But while reading this book you may notice that our focus is quite different to
other books on North Korea. You may find it jarring or strange at first, to read about (for instance)
skinny jeans and gambling in the context of such a country. But skinny jeans may mean a kind of
liberation for a young North Korean woman, and a wager on a card game may provide a
temporary thrill and escape from the daily pressures of life for others. We don’t want to
“whitewash” the behavior of the regime. Our point is simply that North Koreans are human, and
have more in common with the rest of us than typical media portrayals would have you believe.A
note on the material in “Ask a North Korean”Most of the material in this book originally comes
from the “Ask a North Korean” section of NK News. It has however been re-edited and tidied up,
and organized into relevant sections. Many new essays were also commissioned, to take into
account recent developments and any previously untouched subjects we felt needed
attention.The essays are presented in question-and-answer form, and most were translated into
English from Korean by Elizabeth Jae, Nara Han, and Ashley Cho. A small number were
translated by Daniel Tudor. Editing was handled by Rob York and Daniel Tudor.ThanksWe would
like to thank “TK” of the “Ask a Korean” blog, for inspiring us to start the “Ask a North Korean”
column.Thanks are also due to Sokeel Park, for making valuable introductions.ContributorsCho
Ui-seongCho Ui-seong dropped out during the final year of his electronic engineering degree to
come to South Korea. He originally wanted to be a journalist in Seoul but is now training to be an
elementary school teacher. He is 28 years old.Mina YoonMina Yoon is a former soldier who left
the northeast of North Korea in 2010. She is now a student in Seoul.Ji-min KangJi-min Kang is
in his late twenties, and left North Korea in 2005. He first went to South Korea, but now lives in



London, England.Kim CheolCheol is from Hamheung, in the province of South Hamgyeong.
After escaping North Korea he became a university student in Seoul. He is now in his second
year.Jinhyok ParkJinhyok Park joined NK News’ “Ask a North Korean” as a contributor in spring
2016, and has worked and studied in Pyongyang, North Korea and Washington, D.C. He is in his
late thirties and married to a fellow North Korean defector. He came to the United States in 2011
and is studying at a U.S. college.Kim Yoo-sungKim Yoo-sung is an “Ask a North Korean”
contributor who left Giljoo County, Hamkyungbuk-do, in 2005.Je Son LeeJe Son is an “Ask a
North Korean” contributor. She is in her late twenties and left the Mt. Paektu area in 2011.There
are several other contributors who appear in the round table discussion sections. If you wish to
know more about these individuals, please see the “Ask a North Korean” section of the NK News
website.PART 1Economic Life[Introduction]The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK),
better known around the world as North Korea, is considered a byword for communist,
collectivist economic control. But how accurate a depiction is this?Not very, is the answer. When
state founder Kim Il Sung was alive, citizens received rations, free education, housing and
health-care from the state—though admittedly, the standard of these was not necessarily great.
But following the collapse of the Soviet Union, and more importantly, a devastating nationwide
famine in the mid-1990s, this system broke down. Today, the average North Korean receives
almost nothing from their government.As a result of the state’s virtual bankruptcy, almost all
North Koreans today are dependent upon private trade, otherwise known as “capitalism.” Those
with connections and border access can bring in goods from China; middlemen can transport
those goods across the country; middle-aged ladies can sell them in street markets; and officials
can collect bribes for looking the other way. Senior officials in Pyongyang can collect much larger
bribes from members of a newly-emerging financial elite, who engage in industries as diverse as
apartment construction, department stores, and craft beer pubs. None of this is technically legal.
But it is a culture that has grown to the point where the state cannot truly control it.In the past, all
but the elite lived in the same way. Today, though, there are North Koreans with money, and who
want to show it. Those who can afford it may take regular vacations, and drive fancy cars, have
plastic surgery, and use imported cosmetics (see below for more on these).Sadly, extreme
poverty still exists in North Korea. Particularly in rural areas and smaller cities away from either
Pyongyang or the Chinese border, life is tough for the majority.Is it true that there is no tax
system in North Korea?DT: Under a communist system, there is no tax—because everything is
already owned by the state. It is no surprise, then, that the DPRK doesn’t have a formal tax
system. But in reality, North Korea is not communist any more. People make their own money,
and the state must find ways to claim a piece of it, as is the case anywhere else.Kim Yoo-
sung:Yes, you’re right—there’s no tax system in North Korea, officially. On March 21, 1974, the
Supreme People’s Assembly declared the abolition of all forms of taxation. To this day, North
Korea celebrates “The Day of the Abolition of the Tax System” on April 1, the day the law went
into effect that same year.Yet North Korea still collects taxes from people, just calling it
something else. True, people don’t pay money directly to the government, but the government



does extort most of the goods and labor people produce. In short, North Korea collects more
taxes from its people than any other country.North Koreans are no longer obligated to give some
portion of their income to the government, but they are forced to offer labor free of charge, and if
North Koreans had a choice, they would rather pay taxes like in other countries than have to give
their labor and receive nothing in return for it.Last year, the North Korean government
announced that they would extort only 70 percent of the crops people produce and the citizenry
would be allowed to consume 30 percent of what they produced for themselves. They added
that the amount they take would be reduced to 50 percent of the harvest once the country’s
economy improves.No one believes them, of course. Why would they, when North Koreans work
so hard every day but the government says they’re entitled to only 30 percent of what they
produce through their labor?It’s ridiculous for Kim Jong Un to make such statements, as if he’s
offering a huge favor by letting people keep 30 percent of their own harvests. The real reason
they take such a large portion of the crops is to stop the black market from growing any
bigger.When North Korea “officially” abolished the tax system in 1974, the government boastfully
called the move “a huge leap forward from the old system and a historical change towards
making the dreams of Koreans come true.” Furthermore, they even said they didn’t have to revive
the tax system during the Great Famine thanks to the “benevolent” politics and leadership of Kim
Jong Il. However, since 2000, North Korea has been collecting taxes from its people—only they
have a different name for it.To make matters worse, the North Korean economy has suffered
even more following a series of natural disasters and the sanctions imposed by the United
States. Under such hopeless conditions, both central and regional governments in North Korea
were faced with serious debt and financial difficulty. They had no choice but to begin taking
money from the people. Hence, they began to charge people for using electricity and water, and
renting out property and land. They made everyone pay the same amount of money, no matter
how much they used.This is not very different from the tax system in capitalist states, yet
differences do exist. First, it’s true that the North Korean government began to collect money
from its people for using electricity, water, etc. Still, the amount of tax revenue collected is far
smaller than in capitalist states. Second, in most capitalist countries such as South Korea, rich
people pay greater amounts of tax than those who make less. But in North Korea, everyone pays
an equal amount of tax. These are the two big differences in how the tax system works between
North Korea and other countries.Since officially ending the tax system in 1974, the government
has been claiming that there are no taxes in North Korea. But when you actually look closely,
North Korea collects tax in its own special way.How can we describe the lives of the poorest
socioeconomic class in North Korea?DT: It would surely not surprise you to know that the
poorest people in North Korea live in truly dire material circumstances. Though grassroots
capitalism is enabling many to make a better living these days, malnutrition is still a problem. If
you spend time anywhere in North Korea outside Pyongyang, you will definitely see evidence of
this.Cho Ui-seong:If we were to divide people into a social hierarchy, the criterion for the lowest
strata would be economic. The great famine of the 1990s (referred to as the “Arduous March”)



divided people into those who had to worry about their next meal and those who didn’t, and in
accordance with this many people were reclassified as part of the lowest social class. The media
tends to focus on the horrible lives of North Koreans, and many people have already testified
about that awful time. It pains me to even think of it, so I would rather try to show the persistence
of life overcoming death, the North Koreans pioneering a new way of life, and the wellspring of
compassion that rises up from the bottom of society.First of all, you misunderstand if you
imagine that those in the bottom level of North Korean society are ignorant and frivolous people.
There are many cultured, intellectual people among them. This is because those hit hardest by
the famine were the intellectual and literary class who were working for society and trusted in the
rationing system. Their kind of knowledge did not help them understand and respond quickly to
the danger. In fact, it did the opposite. Those who fell into famine included many intellectuals. But
those who survived have had a considerable impact on so-called “lowest class” culture. They
have played a leading role in the creation and spread of common culture in areas such as the
education of children, economic activity, simple humor and jokes amid a rapidly changing
environment.I sense that the poorest people are the most filled with jeong [human warmth and
mutual sacrifice]. Sometimes it seems like the most desirable kind of life. I hope you do not think
me too objective or “literary” for saying that, because I have experienced life at the bottom of the
bottom. It isn’t as terrible as you may imagine. There is a kind of humor allowing people to laugh
at their difficulties, and there is jeong, which fills the void of poverty. It is a bare place, but one
where children run wild to their heart’s content. If happiness is subjective, the children of North
Korea must be ten times happier than those in South Korea, who are locked in constant
competition over grades at schools and private academies.The most memorable treat from my
childhood was “Speed Battle Rice Cake.” You add water to the powder that comes when you
modify corn, and after stirring it for five minutes you get rice cake [of course it isn’t literally “rice”
cake]. It is a specialty that men, women, and children like. It is sticky and just a few can fill your
belly for the whole day. But we couldn’t have it often.Anyone who has ever seen how important
speed is to a hungry person will agree. It is also a favorite food for college students, who are
always hungry. One day a guest came, and my mother made some of that “Speed Battle Rice
Cake.” She’d saved the ingredients for special occasions. There was no happier day than that
one, because we got to eat the rice cake.In North Korea, we emphasize hospitality to the extent
that there is an expression, “eating well thanks to a guest” [i.e., all the good food comes out
when a guest arrives]. In any house, the best blanket is the guest blanket.People laugh and cry
because of jeong, and through this feeling, those at the very bottom overcome difficulties and
survive.The good news is that things are much better now. People have gradually learned to live
with a market system, and no longer will people die in huge numbers for putting their trust in the
state. Now the idea that people are responsible for their own lives has taken hold.But maybe
people don’t have as much jeong as before, as the markets are growing and people are
becoming interested in money. In the countryside, though, things are unchanged. Rural people,
who are still not completely free from hunger themselves, will still feed passing travelers.While



there isn’t enough space to go into detail about the various aspects of life that I have seen, heard
and felt as I traveled around North Korea, I hope this article goes some small way to adding
brightness and warmth to the image of desolation and darkness of the poorest in North Korean
society.How do you get a job in North Korea? And can you change jobs easily?DT: The famine
of the 1990s changed everything. Prior to this catastrophic event, the government assigned you
a job, and you did it—for the rest of your life. Today though, you’ll probably bribe your way out of
that useless job, and do something else.Mina Yoon:Traditionally, people in North Korea did not
have the freedom to choose their occupation. You were assigned a job by the government, and it
became your lifelong job. The reason for this is very simple: As part of maintaining strict control
over all kinds of resources under its collectivist system, the government researches how many
people are needed in each industry and location, and assigns people accordingly.But things
changed after the rationing system broke down in the 1990s. Your official job is now nothing
more than a meaningless title you can mention when asked, “Where do you work?” The factories
stopped manufacturing long ago, and factory workers cannot expect compensation for their
labor. Even though you have a job from the government, you have to find your own ways of
earning a living. That’s why many parents in North Korea have started bribing government
officers even before their kids graduate high school. They want their kids to get decent jobs that
still pay salaries and provide rations.Among the most popular workplaces in North Korea are
organizations earning foreign currency. Those organizations, launched in the early 2000s, have
now spread everywhere in North Korea. What they are doing is basically exporting North Korean
resources abroad and creating funds for the government. People working in those organizations
still receive rations, and on top of that, they also have a chance for additional income, depending
on their performance. People working in these organizations are admired, much like those in big
companies such as Samsung in South Korea.Foreign currency-earning organizations are very
powerful because most of them are under the umbrella of the party, the armed forces or other
powerful government agencies. Competition to get into those organizations is severe, and you
need to have either a very strong family background or a lot of money to be employed there.
Actually, most of the people working in those organizations are children of party officers or
executives of wealthy foreign currency-earning organizations.Some factories have been very
popular among job seekers, due to their being under the direct supervision of Kim Jong Il or Kim
Jong Un. Direct supervision from the Kim family means exceptionally good conditions. It means
raw materials will be provided by the government so that actual production can take place.
Workers will therefore receive rations. Also, some workers will have access to products that they
can steal and sell elsewhere.Due to increasing demand for more rewarding jobs, bribery is
becoming more common in North Korea. There are certain steps to follow to get the desired job:
First, you have to bribe government officers and steal your personnel record from the local
administrative agency. Then you have to bribe the factory manager or local party secretary so
that they will issue a letter of confirmation that they would like to hire you. Finally, you have to
submit that letter to the administrative agency in charge of assigning jobs. Everyone involved



knows about the other parties’ bribery, but they overlook it.These days, parents try to think of any
possible way to get their kids good jobs through bribery or using their family background. People
who cannot afford to bribe officers just send their kids wherever they are assigned. Instead, they
bribe managers in the factory so that their kids do not have to go to work; they then go and work
in the market instead, but they have to give part of their income to the factory. A majority of the
younger women work as vendors in the market with their names registered in their formally
assigned workplaces. What is important is that they are registered; in North Korea, not having a
job is illegal and can result in punishment.Veterans who served in the military for more than 10
years are also assigned new jobs when they are discharged. Most of them go back to their
hometown and work where the local government tells them to. However, some unlucky soldiers
are not allowed to return to where they came from. The government assigns thousands of
recently discharged veterans onto national projects or businesses that need large-scale
manpower. Those subject to these assignments have no choice but to go.For example, when
Kim Jong Il was alive, he supervised Taehongdan-gun in Ryanggang province, which is rich with
potatoes but has few people living in it. Kim Jong Il started supervising the region and soon he
figured out there were not enough people to grow the potatoes. So thousands of veterans had to
move to Ryanggang and become lifelong potato farmers.They had to build houses to live in with
their own hands. They were also concerned about their children’s future, because the children of
farmers might also be assigned to work in the farms when they grew up. Despite these concerns,
there was nothing they could do. It was a policy set by Kim Jong Il and they did not want to
rebel.There was also a lack of women for them to marry. Many of the veterans in Ryanggang still
have not found spouses. Taehongdan-gun is just one example; this kind of forcible placement is
happening all over the country with many different national businesses, making soldiers nearing
their date of discharge worry about their future.However, as I described so far, strict regulations
on occupations now exist in name only, since the collapse of the social system in North Korea.
Bribery has become so widespread that it is now uncontrollable. I think these changes are
clearly another symptom of the failed system of socialism.What is life like for a “one-percenter” in
North Korea?DT: “Rich” and “North Korean” might seem mutually exclusive terms. These days,
though, that’s not always the case. The emerging North Korean capitalism means that most
people have more than before, but also that a small handful are becoming very wealthy
indeed.Kim Yoo-sung:My wife’s father is known as the richest man in her hometown. I had no
knowledge of this until another North Korean from the same province told me. He said that he
would even call my wife’s father “Lee Kun-hee” (Samsung Electronics chairman), or even the
Donald Trump of that province. According to him, everyone in that region would immediately
recognize my father-in-law by his name. That’s how rich he was.My father-in-law was in charge
of a company that made a net profit of $6–7 million per month. When his business was doing
really well, the company would earn much more than that.What did they normally eat on a daily
basis? The kinds of food on their table included lamb, seal, sea urchin roe, pollock eggs and
chicken eggs. These were always on the table for every single meal, simply because my father-



in-law enjoyed them. Despite the widespread image of a poverty-stricken North Korea, rich
families can easily afford to eat luxuriously like this in North Korea. The dishes specified above
were in addition to a bigger set of dishes my wife ate every day. My wife would go into more
detail, but thinks North Korean authorities could use additional details about his diet to track him
down.Car owners are the most admired people in North Korea. It isn’t easy to own a car there,
even if you have the money to buy one. My wife tells me that her dad owned a couple of the most
luxurious, expensive cars in North Korea. He had one for commuting to work and another for
business trips. In addition to owning two expensive cars, he also had a servant who wiped and
washed his car every morning.My wife says her father was a successful businessman but loved
to laugh and enjoy his leisure time. On New Year’s, North Koreans have a blast and grownups
don’t forget to give pocket money to children. But she says her dad would frequently take $500—
in American dollars—out of his wallet and give it to her. Even in the U.S. or South Korea, I don’t
think they would just take $500 out their wallets and give to their children on the spot just
because they feel like it—unless, of course, they were rich too.I myself come from a town far
from Pyongyang, and my family was never rich. During holidays, I always stayed at home and
celebrated with my family and relatives. But my wife says she traveled to Pyongyang, where her
father showered her and her mom with expensive gifts of clothing and gourmet dishes on New
Year and Chuseok. My wife went to the Moranbong entertainment facilities and the family had
delicious noodles at Pyongyang’s famous Okryukwan.They would go to sauna at the end of the
day. My wife says the sauna charged $100 per person. Even in the U.S. and South Korea, it has
to be an expensive sauna if you have to pay $100 to get in, right? In North Korea most ordinary
people make less than $100 a month. I can’t even begin to imagine how luxurious it must be
inside if it costs $100 to take one bath there.And her weekend fun didn’t end there. My wife
would go bowling with her parents and to sporting events. North Korea has beautiful places
where people like to go sightseeing, but not everyone can afford to go. But thanks to her dad,
who enjoyed sightseeing and had money, my wife went to see all those famous mountains and
holiday destinations, including Baekdu, Chilbo, Kumgang and Yongmun-daegul.Want to hear
another big perk of having a rich dad? Lo and behold, famous actors were invited to her birthday
parties. There was an actor who was often dubbed the nation’s biggest heartthrob. My wife’s dad
knew that she was a huge fan, so he personally invited this actor to his daughter’s birthday party.
I know how teenage girls rave about actors and singers. In the U.S., when Twilight was popular,
teenage girls were crazy about Robert Pattinson, weren’t they? Can you imagine your dad
inviting Robert Pattinson to your home for your birthday party?Undoubtedly, my wife was one
lucky child throughout her school years. She took on the leader’s role and responsibilities in her
class every year. She was at the forefront of every duty at school. Her maids prepared a home-
cooked lunchbox, which she took to school for her homeroom teacher. Thanks to this, her
teacher never had to worry about lunch. If something troublesome happened at school, she
would have her dad take care of it, since he had money and power.Of course, my wife had a
personal computer at home. So, whenever her friends had homework requiring the use of a



computer, they would come by her house. Her dad always sent two sacks of rice worth half a
million North Korean won. Other teachers were always jealous of her homeroom teacher. They
would often tell my wife, “You should be in my class. Why don’t you just come to my class?”
When the winter approached, her family hired servants to make special kimchi for them. They
made sure that the servants make three or four kinds of kimchi.When her dad was in his car on
the road, cops would come and say, “Dear comrade, please help us.” That was one of the usual
things my wife would hear when she was in the car with her dad. Her dad was not just making
money but he was contributing a handsome amount of money to the regime. So, people treated
him differently and they always favored him. Her dad was always dealing with governors of
provinces. He wouldn’t spend time having small talk with officials of lower rank, such as mayors.
He thought it was a waste of time.On Chuseok, a national holiday, North Koreans walk to the
graves of their ancestors to pay respects. But my wife’s family was chauffeured to the graves, of
course. My wife says they had overflowing boxes of apples, pears and South Korean snacks,
such as Choco-Pies and chaltteok pie in storage. Everyone in the family would help themselves
to these foods.Her dad traveled to other countries such as Mongolia and China. Every time he
went to China, he would always bring a variety of nice clothes for my wife. In winter, he would
bring mink coats for his baby girl.My wife came to South Korea two years ago and her father still
lives in North Korea. Therefore, I choose not to reveal his name, nor his company’s name, for the
sake of his safety. If I were to reveal any of his personal information, the North Korean authorities
could track him down. I’m sure you can imagine what would happen to him.I have not met him,
since he is still in North Korea and I met my wife here [in South Korea]. But he’s still my father-in-
law, and he brought my wife into this world, so I worry about his well-being and pray for his safety
every day. Even if he weren’t related to me, I wouldn’t want to do anything to put him in
immediate danger.My wife has been at my side as I’ve been telling this story. She says talking
about her dad brought back many memories and she misses her dad terribly. My wife has one
message for her dad:“Dear Dad, I’m doing well in the South. I pray for your health and happiness
every day. I will never cease to do so. You’re always in my thoughts and prayers. Oh, and you
have a granddaughter now! Until unification, please be well, be safe, be happy. I pray for you
here in the South.”How did North Koreans turn towards capitalism?DT: “Profit” used to be a dirty
word in North Korea—until it became a necessity. Back in the 1990s, it was said that the only
way to survive was by defying the state’s orders and going out to make money for oneself. North
Koreans have remembered that lesson, and are not looking back. Despite the rise of
marketization, North Korea still lacks the capability to produce goods that can compete with
imports. Anything foreign is prized over a local equivalent, even a toothbrush.Jimin Kang:It is
often said that the North Korean economy is a catastrophe and that as long as the Kims are in
power, things will never improve. But if that’s true, why has the North Korean regime never
collapsed, despite periods like the Great Famine, when hundreds of thousands of people died?
While North Koreans once relied on the government for all food, consumer goods, appliances,
and housing, you might be surprised to learn that it was actually the famine that would ultimately



improve our livelihood and choices.I remember North Koreans who survived the Great Famine of
the 1990s would often say things like: “The idiots have already gone. Only the survivors are left,
the most strong-willed of all North Koreans who are capable of surviving famines again and
again.”You see, it was the innocent people who were obedient to the government and did not try
and figure things out for themselves who starved to death first during the Great Famine. Without
a ready supply of food, the government was unable to protect common people, and as abject
poverty built up, people started turning against even their cousins and relatives. Essentially,
North Korean society became a cold, ruthless place, with no sympathy or compassion.During
these difficult times, people had to figure out ways to survive by themselves. As a result, people
naturally became attracted to capitalist ideas—values that they had never been taught about,
but which could mean survival.Prior to the famine, North Korean markets were tiny places where
farmers who worked on their collectively-owned farms sold vegetables, small animals, and
seafood that they caught in rivers and ponds. People used to really view these places as basic
farmers’ markets, primitive places with few goods available. But when the government cut off the
public distribution system during the famine and people had to start fending for themselves,
everyone rushed to the markets and began to trade their valuables to get food.At that time, I
remember a North Korean TV broadcast showing old members of communist parties from
Eastern Europe selling their party membership documents and medals in markets. The aim was
to make enthusiastic North Korean party members angry or disgusted. But during that time the
situation in North Korea was not very different from Eastern Europe, and as long as customers
existed, people sold anything and everything they owned.Back then people were even happy to
sell gifts given to them by people as senior as Kim Jong Il. As a result, even my father—a
zealous party member—sold his television without hesitation, despite it being a direct gift from
the government. Even watches and televisions with founding President Kim Il Sung’s name
inscribed into them appeared in the markets, something that would have been unthinkable
during the good times.It was in these circumstances that the capitalist market was truly born in
North Korea, and quickly spread all over the country. As the markets grew, products and goods
from China and Japan became dominant, as North Korean factories shut down as the economic
situation progressively worsened.At one time it was easy to find toothpaste and brushes made in
North Korea, but following the famine these items were hardly seen in the markets any more.
And if they could be found, they were no longer much in demand by people, as they were now
seen to be of low quality.In the past, people received goods on a ration basis. So, for example,
when they were out of soap, toothpaste or toothbrushes, there was absolutely no way for them to
find replacements until they were given. And if they received vegetables that had already gone
bad, they had no way or right to put in a complaint about the problem. But when the markets
came, North Korea dramatically changed: suddenly we had more choices with the little money
we had.Surprisingly, life in North Korea was still difficult, but the quality of life got better and
better following the famine. Electrical appliances, furniture and consumer goods were all
increasingly available. Moreover, even in the center of Pyongyang—which was dubbed the heart



of Socialist Chosun—a big market emerged and became a popular place for people to visit. And
while the government later tried to shut down the market several times, it was so popular they
failed each time. In the end, the government found its own way of making money from the
market, by renting spots for vendors. I heard the revenue they earned was substantial.Looking
back, it seems the influence and existence of markets was a lot more powerful than the
government ever expected, directly helping to keep an increasingly large number of people alive.
Thanks to the existence of such markets, a petit bourgeoisie began to emerge in Pyongyang.
And as time went by, I remember the market becoming one of the most important places for
people to go, regardless of whether they were rich or poor.While I admit that a ruthless,
uncompassionate capitalist economy has its own problems and negative side effects, I truly
hope that North Korea will become a country where people can make a living by freely
competing with each other.How do North Korean women buy cosmetics?DT: Where there is
even the slightest amount of disposable income in an economy, a beauty industry will spring up.
The way it has developed in North Korea can tell us quite a lot about the informal nature of
capitalism there, as well as social attitudes and women’s role in society.Je Son Lee:Women in
South Korea and some other countries make sure they have perfect makeup on before they step
out of their houses. Many times it seems to me that wearing perfect makeup is the top priority of
many South Korean women.North Korean women do not put on makeup to that extent, but they
do enjoy taking care of themselves, including putting on makeup to enhance their appearance,
just like in other countries.Basically, there are two reasons why North Korean women would ever
wear makeup. First, they may just want to look prettier, like most other women. Second, as it is a
patriarchal society, it is thought by many that women should wear makeup out of consideration
for others. Most women in North Korea start wearing makeup when they graduate from high
school. However, during the time you’re in school, you’re never allowed to wear makeup.I
remember when I was about 15 or 16, I put on makeup with my friends and went to school with it
on. As we were going through the tumultuous time of adolescence, we feared almost nothing.
We proudly strode into our classroom. But we were soon caught by our teacher, and as
punishment we had to stay behind to clean up the classroom and were only allowed to go home
after writing a letter of apology.I still remember very vividly what our teacher told us as we were
on our way home: “After you graduate from high school, I will never care whether you put on
makeup or not.”After that incident, we never wore makeup to school ever again. Well, of course I
had my eyebrows waxed and put on some powder, but I never used eyeliner or mascara
because I would’ve been caught right away.In South Korea, there are tons of cosmetics stores
and almost every street has one. But in North Korea, street vendors sell cosmetics at the market.
I don’t know how women bought them in the 1990s. But since the beginning of the 2000s, the
market was the place where women got cosmetics—since markets in North Korea have almost
everything that you can find in any other country. Without a doubt, cosmetics from South Korea
were the most popular and expensive of all.In South Korea, people seem to buy anything
imported and always want to buy things that are more expensive. It was exactly the same in



North Korea. Some cosmetics were not of distinctively better quality than Chinese products, but
they were still sold at a higher price, just because they were made in South Korea. They were so
popular that I still remember the exact brand names. It was called “Man with Flowers” from VOV.
When I came to South Korea, I was shocked to find out that it was the cheapest kind, because if
you used this product in North Korea it meant that you were wealthy. Everyone wanted to have
it.Because these South Korean cosmetics were smuggled through China, heavy government
restrictions existed. Therefore, people hid them from the authorities and sold them on the black
market and the price went through the roof. Though they were very expensive, they sold out
immediately, because every woman wanted to have them. At first, it was usually foundation and
powders that were seen at the market. But with the increase in demand, eye shadow, eyeliner,
mascara and lipstick could easily be found in North Korean markets. Because they were so
expensive, only a few people could afford to own one of every kind.Still, even if you owned only
one of these, people would still envy you for that. My mom almost always used VOV and I tried it
for myself when Mom wasn’t home and was always pleased with the quality. When you put on
Chinese or North Korean powder, it darkens your skin tone. But I liked VOV because it made my
skin shine and look natural, as if I hadn’t put any makeup on. As long as you have money, you
can get any kind of cosmetics you want.Most North Koreans traditionally used skin toner and
lotion only. But from 2000 North Korea began to produce its own cosmetics line called “You and
I” in its Hamhung factory. This cosmetics line was created to be supplied to high-ranking
government officials, as well as to be exported. They added a line of nutrition cream to skin toner
and lotion. As they were cosmetics made mostly of natural ingredients with hardly any
chemicals, they were very expensive. At a time when you could buy other cosmetics for $5–10,
these cost $250–300.But they were still so popular. Since my mom knew someone at the factory
and could acquire the products quickly, I was lucky enough to try this popular line of cosmetics
for myself. I was satisfied with the quality of these cosmetics and I loved using them. Now that I
think about it, it isn’t surprising that my skin got better after using them. I used to only apply skin
toner and lotion before then.But most people thought it was too much work to wear eyeliner, so
many resorted to getting their eyeliner tattooed. It greatly reduced the time we would spend on
getting our makeup done. In North Korea, everyone wanted to get everything done faster than
everyone else. These days, though, getting your eyelids tattooed is considered out of fashion.
So, more and more people have begun to remove the tattoos along their eyelids.In my case, I
wear makeup exactly the same way I did in North Korea. From time to time, South Korean
students tell me that they like my makeup. After all, I think people are pretty much the same
wherever you are in the world.Who gets to drive a car in North Korea?DT: A car is a definite
status symbol in North Korea. Only those with political power or money—like Kim Yoo-sung’s
father-in-law—can have one. Even those who work as drivers for others are considered lucky by
the rest of society. But there’s a price to pay: You might have to wait years to take your test and
get on the road.Mina Yoon:This question immediately reminded me of a person that I have never
stopped missing since I left North Korea—my younger brother, who is still there. When he was



six years old, he said he wanted to be an aide to General Kim and drive his car when he grew
up. My sister and I encouraged his dream, thinking there would be no bigger honor. When I think
about it now, I say to myself, “In how many countries would children desperately dream to be a
driver?” Aren’t dreams supposed to be a little bit too big and unrealistic to achieve? Actually, the
dream of being a driver may be just unrealistic enough in North Korea, considering that my
brother has not yet realized his dream.Other than in a city like Pyongyang, you rarely see more
than two or three cars a day on the road. In the countryside, people are more familiar with
tractors than cars. Except on special occasions when officials from the central government come
to visit, rural people really don’t have many chances to see cars.When I was young, I lived in
Kangwon province, a region that is surrounded by mountains. I still remember how excited I got
whenever I saw a car on the street. I bragged about it to my friends all day saying, “You know
what I’ve just seen? A car! A black one. It just passed by on the new road.” Then my friends
joined me fussing about it, saying, “Seriously? Do you think it will pass by again? Should we go
out and wait?” Then, we actually went out and waited for the car.Now I live in Seoul, a city that
suffers from too many cars and chronic traffic congestion. Whenever I see cars out of my
window I smile, thinking about my old days in North Korea, where a car was the object of such
great wonder. Nowadays, they make me feel the opposite way. The great admiration and
excitement about cars that I once held in my mind has now turned into frustration and exhaustion
on the congested roads of Seoul.Driving conditions in North Korea are also very bad. Roads are
rarely paved, except in certain parts of the city. Usually, roads are simply bare ground covered
with pebbles or sand. And because they are not separated from the sidewalks, people have to
step aside when they hear a car approaching behind them. They stand there covering their
mouths and noses to prevent inhaling all the dust the cars kick up, then they wait until the cloud
is gone and they can see again.When it rains, the sandy roads soak up the water. So, it’s not too
bad for drivers. However, if the road is covered with moist soil, the rain turns it into a huge
swamp. Another challenge comes from the North Korean landscape, a huge part of which is hilly
and mountainous. Without tunnels, you have to drive over them to get to the other side. From a
distance, these roads look like thin white lines swirling around the mountains. These are actually
very dangerous to drive on. Worse still, the roads are very sharply angled and there are no
guardrails, so any small mistake means your car ends up off the road.Despite all these dangers
and difficulties, being a driver is still a coveted job among the younger generation. In North
Korea, individuals are not permitted to own cars, but the government assigns cars to high-level
officials. The drivers are assigned along with the cars, so drivers serve the highest level of North
Korean elites. Interestingly, once you’re assigned a car, that doesn’t change, even if the officer
you work for changes. Therefore, when you become a driver, the car becomes an important part
of your life, even though you’re not allowed to drive the car for personal use.Working as a driver
also guarantees a decent quality of life. Most government officials in North Korea are involved in
bribery, and naturally, the drivers see everything that goes on. If a driver opens his mouth, all the
misdeeds of his boss will easily be uncovered. Moreover, because the drivers are not directly



hired by the officers but assigned by the government, the officers do not have strong control over
their drivers. North Korean people do not use bank accounts or credit cards, so the only way to
deliver bribes is to hand money over directly, which makes it extremely hard to hide. So, officials
make concerted efforts to maintain good relationships with their drivers. Otherwise, a driver
could easily turn into an informant. Because of all these benefits—and the job security that
comes with the job—becoming a driver is quite competitive. The positions are pretty much
limited to children from wealthy families or those of high-level executive officers.Even getting a
driver’s license to begin with in North Korea takes a lot of time; there are only two driving
academies nationwide. When you enter the academy, you’re required to take a two-year-long
training course. It is difficult to get in, and it is even more difficult to graduate, as the academies
cannot afford enough gasoline to run the street-driving test, which is a requirement for
graduation. Hundreds of students are waiting for their turn to take the test and graduate; some
people wait for more than a year. Isn’t it ridiculous that a South Korean driver’s license can be
issued in three days, but it takes more than three years in North Korea?Because of this, bribing
officials to get an illegal driver’s license has become commonplace in North Korea. Even if you
have an illegal license, you can at least work as a truck driver. My brother did this—he learned
how to drive a truck by shadowing one of his neighbors, a truck driver, all day for a couple of
months. However, after I left North Korea, I heard the unfortunate news that he broke his arm in
an accident with the truck. I felt really bad that I could not do anything for my injured baby
brother.I sometimes daydream about what I could do for my brother when we one day meet
again. I think it would be great if I could help him open up a driving school. I believe he would
make a great driving instructor, with his love and passion for cars and driving. Now, my question
is: When will that day finally come?Can you buy plastic surgery in North Korea, like you can in
the South?DT: Barely a month goes by without a major international newspaper “revealing”
South Korea’s obsession with plastic surgery. Lesser known is North Korea’s growing demand
for double-eyelid procedures, reflecting the growing influence of South Korean TV shows
(smuggled in on USB sticks), increased disposable income, changing social attitudes towards
“standing out,” and the abandonment of socialism.Kim Yoo-sung:Yes, there is plastic surgery in
North Korea. People in North Korea do get plastic surgery to improve their appearance. But
plastic surgery really only exists in North Korea to the extent of double eyelid surgery and nose
jobs. The kinds of plastic surgery you can get in North Korea are not as diverse as in South
Korea, which even offers double jaw (bimaxillary) surgery and breast implants.Some media
reports say that Kim Jong Un has had plastic surgery in order to look like his late grandfather,
Kim Il Sung. It is thought that top elites in North Korea can get high-quality plastic surgery. But
still, for most of us, the most common plastic surgeries are still nose jobs, double-eyelid surgery
and the removal of skin wrinkles. Other types of plastic surgery, which require high-quality
equipment or medical skills, are not common in North Korea yet.In South Korea, certified
surgeons who graduated from medical schools perform plastic surgery on their patients. But in
North Korea, when it comes to double eyelid surgery, ordinary people who aren’t qualified



surgeons perform surgery on other people. Still, as far as I know, doctors at the hospitals
perform nose jobs and remove skin wrinkles.When plastic surgery was introduced in North
Korea, it was for the purpose of removing scars from the face or body. To the best of my
knowledge, people gradually began to get plastic surgery with the aim of improving their
appearance and looking prettier.I asked my wife about how plastic surgery is done in North
Korea. It costs around 120,000 won in North Korean currency, or about 100 Chinese renminbi.
Please bear in mind that there could have been a change in the price since my wife left North
Korea. Also, a nose job costs around $100 in U.S. currency.It’s very hard to find a plastic surgeon
in North Korea. One has to find someone who can perform the surgery through people they
know. I heard that people usually get double-eyelid surgery at someone’s house. In North Korea,
one does not get anesthetized when getting double-eyelids (ouch!). This is because people
believe that your eyes will look more natural and won’t become puffy if you don’t have an
anesthetic. But regardless, I heard that some North Koreans who had double eyelid surgery
were unable to open their eyes for a whole week due to side effects of the surgery.I assume that
a North Korean woman with money would at least get double eyelids done. I also assume that
there will be some North Korean men who have gotten plastic surgery, like in South Korea. But
plastic surgery for men is not as popular in the North as it is in the South.The price for plastic
surgery ranges from 100 yuan to 1,000 yuan in Chinese renminbi. Actually, if you get plastic
surgery at a proper hospital, you don’t need to pay—but some people give a bundle of cigarettes
to their doctor as a present so that they will take more effort and caution when performing
surgery on them.So, plastic surgery does exist in North Korea. If medical technology improves in
the North, I’m sure people will get a wide range of plastic surgeries, not just limited to nose jobs
or double eyelids—just like in South Korea.Would North Koreans be able to adapt to a market
economy? And what about free speech?DT: Although North Korea doesn’t have an “open”
economy, there have been huge economic changes from the ground up in the past 20 years.
Politically, though, things are no different to before. This author doesn’t see much prospect for
positive political change, but one can hope.If the DPRK state collapsed tomorrow, the North
Korean people would see great long-term benefits, but also go through a degree of shock and
confusion in the short term. We asked a group of North Korean defectors if they thought their
compatriots would adapt well.Joo Sung-ha:It should not be difficult for North Koreans to
understand and adapt to these concepts. I think North Koreans are ready for them now. It has
already been 20 years since North Korea discontinued socialism. North Koreans are actually
dependent on the black market economy, known locally as Jangmadang.Recent defectors
understand you cannot earn money without working harder than previous generations. The
economic crisis in North Korea forced people to learn about the market economy independently.
As such, the pursuit of material wealth is actually stronger in the North than in the South.Of
course, understanding and experiencing are two very different things—it will be more difficult for
North Koreans to put these ideas into practice than to simply understand them.However, while it
will not be that difficult for people to accept society opening up and ensure freedom of speech, it



will be difficult to curb fraud, trickery, and corruption.Jihyun Park:These things might have been
difficult up until the 1990s, but in reality North Korea today operates as a market economy.
Therefore, it will not be too difficult to accept a capitalist economic system. Opening up and
freedom of speech will not be very difficult either. People already feel differently than before,
since they have heard a lot of news from the outside and there are open cities like Rajin or
Sonbong [where the “free economic zone” is located].One challenge would be to set up a way to
share the positive aspects of each system so they can be implemented. But as of now, there
seems to be no way of accomplishing this.In my opinion, South Korean capitalism is a failure.
The world may look at it as an advanced country, but there have been many negative side
effects, such as the widening rich-poor gap and the highest suicide rate among developed
nations.If North Korea were to adopt this system, it would hurt the defector community even
more. It might seem like there is an easy solution to the problem, but that could make things
even more difficult.Choi Sung-guk:As long as Kim Jong Un’s regime exists, it will not be easy for
North Koreans to properly understand the concept of liberation, freedom of speech, or a free
economy. But once Kim’s control over the country collapses, it will be a lot easier than many
people speculate.Although North Koreans might not have a deep understanding of the free
market, they are already familiar with it. Also, the many defectors successfully living in South
Korea will be able to positively influence North Koreans’ view of the capitalist system.Most of all,
since both Koreas speak the same language, and the South is economically superior to the
North, there will not be many obstacles to overcome.Ji-min Kang:I think it would be natural for
the North Korean people to transition to a capitalist market economy. If you look at North Korea
today, the system is already being sustained through market activities. People’s opinions have
also changed quite a bit, which will help make the transition even smoother.Of course there will
be some things that will be hard for the North Korean people to understand.Most North Koreans
have never been exposed to a competitive environment, except in the political realm. For them,
the fiercely competitive nature of capitalism will be difficult to grasp at first. North Korea is a
planned economic system where market competition does not exist. Essentially, it’s a society
devoid of competition, that failed to progress.With no sense of ownership, no one in North Korea
was motivated to work hard, and it became commonplace for people to cut corners in their work.
This mindset will gradually change as people learn to survive in a competitive system. This
transition will not be difficult to implement, since North Korea’s modern economy is already a de
facto capitalist system.A change in public opinion will also serve to change North Korea. The
introduction of advanced culture through reform will change the people of North Korea, and a
free press would further increase people’s awareness. Freedom of the press is the most urgent
problem that needs to be addressed in North Korea. It is not an overstatement to say that the
current situation in North Korea is largely a result of press censorship.Oh Se-hyok:Perhaps it
would not be as difficult as we think because markets have already become an important part of
daily life in North Korea. I think people would not have any problems understanding the
fundamentals of a market economy.One challenge would be building trust and maintaining long-



term relationships. It will also be difficult for North Koreans to understand long-term growth. For
example, they might make a profit one day and then not make a profit for a long time. I think that
peoples living in former socialist countries might have shared this experience. And this could
affect business transactions with North Koreans because they would not be planning for the
long-term. People might start to rely on illegal transaction methods more and avoid official
business channels.I think it will take a while for North Koreans to understand freedom of the
press under the current circumstances. First, I think it is essential for people to understand what
press freedom is and how it contributes to social growth. Achieving that will take time. For
example, if I tried to explain this to North Koreans who fled to China or are visiting China, I think it
would be a difficult concept for them to understand.Ham Jin-woo:All North Koreans are well
aware that capitalism is superior. They are also asking for openness and reform. But, they stop
short of openly expressing these opinions due to fear of negative political repercussions.North
Koreans already know that neighboring countries such as China, Russia, and Vietnam are better
off than North Korea because they implemented economic reforms. It is only a matter of time
before they reform too.If one person—Kim Jong Un—is removed from power, North Korea would
easily adjust to economic reforms.PART 2The Powers That Be
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M.B., “Some insights into daily life. EDIT: Below is my original review, which I gave 2/5 stars. On
reflection, I think that is far too negative. Despite the repetition in substance, this book can serve
as a good starting point for readers of North Korea."Ask A North Korean: Defectors Talk About
Their Lives Inside The World's Most Secretive Nation" is a quick and interesting read. As the
publisher, the compiler, and the writer of the forward say several times, it seeks to fill a void of
literature on North Korea, a country about whom there are many books regarding the Kim family
and defectors, but few books about daily life. "Ask A North Korean" takes questions from readers
of website and asks a North Korean defector to answer each question.However, there are books
about many of the themes touched on in this book, particularly the differences between
Pyongyang and the rest of the country, the military, the Kim family, defectors, student life, and
market liberalization. The compiler of this book, Daniel Tudor, even has another book that
touches on these topics, "North Korea Confidential."A casual reader can easily pick up this book
and put it down for a break or read large sections at a time. The chapters on religion, fun and
leisure, and relationships provide a beginning look at personal lives in the country. These are the
sections where readers need more information. Unfortunately, what is provided is a scant survey.
A future book could certainly flesh out these areas and provide tremendous insight into life in
North Korea.There are several frustrations. First, the compiler interjects before every question is
answered. He provides his own thesis and then a summary of what the North Korean defector
will write. This interrupts the flow of narratives. Because the North Korean defector is only given
a few paragraphs to one or two pages for a response, the force of their personal remarks are
lessened by Tudor's succinct summaries.An additional complaint is that there is no index for
"Ask a North Korean." This makes the book a poor resource for libraries, students, and
academics.All in all, this book is a light read about a horrible regime. It mentions some of the
depravities, but aims not to dwell on them. It touches briefly on a few topics about daily lives but
not enough to give a whole picture.”

Julian K., “Game-Changer für Nordkorea-Interessierte. Wenn ich könnte, würde ich 8 Sterne
verteilen: Durch mein Studium der Politikwissenschaft und Aufenthalte in Seoul habe ich viel
über Nordkorea gelesen. Dabei gibt es drei Sorten von Büchern. Erstens: Es gibt Bücher, die
plappern einfach nur irgendwas nach oder sehen "Nordkorea" und seinen "Countdown" so, wie
das Regime sich selbst gerne sieht.Dann gibt es Bücher, die einen guten Überblick über das
Thema liefern, weil sie sich in das Quellenmaterial eingearbeitet haben und intelligente Fragen
stellen. Und dann gibt es Bücher, die wirklich einen Mehrwert schaffen indem sie neue
Blickwinkel eröffnen und innovatives Material präsentieren.Ask A North Korean gehört für mich
definitiv in letztere Kategorie. Mir ist sonst kein Buch bekannt, das so detailliert auf Defector-
Interviews basiert, denn dies ist eine Perspektive die sonst oft zu kurz kommt. Wie auch andere
Bücher von Daniel Tudor ist das Buch handwerklich sehr gut gemacht und trotzdem angenehm



zu lesen. Es umfasst vom Atomprogramm über den Medienkonsum bis hin zu
Freizeitvergnügungen viele Aspekte des Alltagslebens in Nordkorea. Wer sich dafür interessiert,
wie Nordkoreaner wirklich leben und denken, sollte dieses Buch daher unbedingt lesen.”

Nicholas, “Interesting book. Interesting look at a country and society we hear little about. The
defectors in the book come from a wide background”

The book by Daniel Tudor has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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